Six EWC couples are candidates for Stizmark's annual Winter Week Pageant this year. The couples selected will be presented at the Snow Ball Dance Saturday night.

Ron Campbell and Shirley Walker, Helen Horne and Brian Cray, and Bill and Judy Hinkle will be the couples at the Winter Week Pageant this year.

Sixth Army
C.O. Visits
EW Campus

The Sixth Army C.O.'s had a courtesy call at the EW University last Friday. They stopped at the EW campus, Redmond, and Kent.

The officers were on their way to the Eighth Army Headquaters at Yokohama, Japan.
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New Rules Hot Issue Here

One of the "hottest" topics of consideration on the campus this week is the new set of rules governing the use of
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Resolution Brightens EWC

For Eastern a New Year's resolution has been made and car-

ried out. That is the resolution to improve the appearance of and

accessibility to certain campus buildings by the installation of

new, bright, colorful signs along walks.

Those signs also help to open the minds of the students to the

fact that the same things that are taking place on the campus

are taking place in their lives. New signposts are being put up to

make it much more pleasant and inviting to those coming to the
campus.

The improvement made by the installation of these signs also

should be a great help to those students who are suffering from

shyness or anxiety and have been prevented from participating in

activities on the campus. Because of their very nature, these

signs should be a great help to those students who have been

suffering from these problems.

Man, Whither Goest Thou?

We shall undoubtedly never know how much of the nature-

of the art, the literature, the adult religions, etc. of civilizations
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the population of the world. This is a question which is being

considered by many of the best minds in the world today.

Many, however, believe that the works of the mind are

produced by the mind and are an expression of the individual's

thoughts and feelings. Others believe that the works of the mind

are produced by the mind of a group of individuals and are an

expression of the collective mind.
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39 Seniors Named to Graduation List

The names of 39 seniors who will be graduated at the end of the spring quarter were announced today by registrar C. W. Quigley. The names are as follows:

[List of 39 seniors named to graduation list]

A substantial addition to EWC's film strip library was donated at a gift for the Photographic Department in honor of the late Dr. James D. Fisher, the company representative, who presented the film strip to Mr. John Quigley, head of the instructional media center, and to Dr. Walter Powers, former head of the department.

Dean's Secretaries Resign Positions

Several changes in the personnel of the dean's secretaries have occurred in the last two months, resulting in a change of personnel in the office of the dean. The new secretary announced today is Miss Eileen E. Goodrich, Opportunity House, who succeeds Miss Mary Smith, who has resigned.

Journals Visit EWCU Every Week

Greton D. C. city editor of the Seattle Daily Times, will appear on EWCU campus this afternoon to give a seminar on the subject of teaching in journalism. The seminar will be conducted by Bill Berk, Bland's reporter, and John VanVoorhis, the Chicago Tribune, today evening. Those attending the seminar are welcome to attend at 7:30 p.m. in room 101, where the sessions will be held.

Tri-School Prof Plans Spring Conf.

The annual Tri-school conference will be held on campus on March 22nd, with the theme being "The Importance of the Student in the Education Process." The conference will be open to the public and will feature talks on various aspects of education and student activities.

Modern-Day Marge is toasty warm on even the coldest nights with an automatic electric backcover.

LIVE BETTER, ELECTRICALLY
THE WASHINGTON WATER POWER CO.

ATTENTION ALL LETTERMEN

Don't let the rain stop those leather-sleeved jackets. Have them waterproofed at

Maddux Cleaners
122 COLLEGE AVENUE
CHERRY, WASHINGTON
Kent Topp as EW Leader On Campus, as Student

Because it is a transfer, he was immediately in the senior honors society, which he wanted to join when he first came to Eastern. Whang explained his academic status at EWU, which is a college in Cheney, Washington.

In his first season, he played on the club soccer team, but his second season he was an important member of the soccer team. He has also been a member of the basketball team during his time at EWU.

The Redmen Clip Thunderbirds, But Canadians Prove Tough

A free throw from this free-throw line gave the Eagles their second lead of the game, as they pushed their lead in the second half. On a fast break, the Eagles were able to make a shot that put them up by a point. The Eagles were able to take the lead back from the Thunderbirds, who had been leading most of the game.

The Eagles were able to take the lead back from the Thunderbirds, who had been leading most of the game. The Eagles were able to take the lead back from the Thunderbirds, who had been leading most of the game.

Sutton Leads Intramurals; Hudson Trails With 473

Sutton Hall with 473 points, leads the competition for the overall team title in the intramural sports. Sutton Hall’s second place finish in the individual events, as well as its second place finish in the overall team standings, is a testament to the strength of the Sutton Hall team.

Sutton also made the A list in goalkeeping, as a member of the Eastern goalkeeping team. For their first place standing, the Sutton Hall goalkeepers scored 45 points. Sutton Hall also made the A list in goalkeeping, as a member of the Eastern goalkeeping team. For their first place standing, the Sutton Hall goalkeepers scored 45 points.

Whitworth, Savages to Meet Friday in Graves Crackerbox

The two Spokane county football teams will square off on Friday in the Graves Crackerbox. The Whitworth Whittakers, led by Coach Ken Nelson, will face off against the Eastern Washington Eagles, led by Coach Jerry Hopkins.

The Eastern Washington Eagles, who are currently ranked third in the state, will be looking to prove that they can compete with the Whitworth Whittakers. The Eastern Washington Eagles, who are currently ranked third in the state, will be looking to prove that they can compete with the Whitworth Whittakers.
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TankMen Lose3-Way Swim Meet

Four challenging preliminaries from Montana State University dominated the events of the Eastern Preliminaries just held and when they took their final result in more than one these were

In the Friday triordial Montanais took place at Eastern. Those pool and Western Conservative's that were between 2:30 and 6:30, according to 6:30 victories, a 9-0 advantage. Wester's seem to have a few who are interested in boxing and badminton. The

Adventist To Talk
In Religious Series

The Rev. D. Johnson Johnson will discuss the Seventh-Day Adventist religion tomorrow right at 6 p.m. In Union Assembly will continue the religious America's series sponsored by UKE. Ms. Johnson will discuss and explain words and phrases of the people of the church, including how the Seventh-Day Adventists interpret the Bible and how they regard divorce. Students wishing to attend this service may bring their own Bible.

Send yours: to Lucky Strike, Box 46A Mount Vernon, New York. Enroll your name, address, college or university, and class.

English: MAN WHO STEALS FROM THE RICH AND GIVES TO THE POOR

Thinklish translation: To manage lost, this fellow does his plunders. For street fighting, he starts a roundabout. He often takes his things to disguise. The easiest thing for him is to break into luckies in his pocket. He likes eating hot foods; he enjoys the intense taste of hot tobacco. In the old days, he'd be called a rascal. Today, the description but the connotation is a good context here.

Get the genuine article
Get the honest taste of a LUCKY STRIKE

商标 of The American Tobacco Company - The taste is in the middle there

Jr. Cagers Down Whites Lose Pair

Kaputshin JV squad led off to the Lithue School wins and won one from Wheatworth JV in action last week.

Lithue junior varsity team led 5 to 3 shooting by the Lithue town as the boys kept on the ball for the first 20 minutes. Last Monday, 1st whitehead was the third in the series with 3 points followed by Vern Wadsworth with 11.

The final score was 45-61, with 31 of the Lithue's points coming on free throw.

The next Monday, the JW's men were the Lithue JV's by a 46 to 32 score. First substitution by Harold Young and Fred Stone and the score of John Nagel and Fred Jones contributed a great deal to the victory. Nagel took the morning award in the victory with 11.

The JW's have currently won 7 games and lost 2 for the season.

Zimmerman Leads Bowlers With 199

Bob Zimmerman leads the high singles game at a score of 199 in the Thursday night junior bowling league.

Jim Reps's 187 at the top weekend bowling activities. Capistrain leads the high women's series with 384 and Don Hagen took the men's series with 477.

Pirating to Steve Wong, student union game director, a man's bowling league at that time. For three men are expected in the league during the week.

Violation of last quarter irregular leagues are expected to be present at the EDA junior Friday night to receive their trophies.

Eastern Intercollegiate Invitational bowling will make the hour of the All Round是否有 both Sunday at Massive. The first team to join is Jack Doak, Guy Tipping, Ed Wilson, Larry Birdsey, Don Hamblin, and Gene Henderson.

January 26, 1989

Dr. Frank Nolen, associate professor of biology at Eastern and president of the local chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi, urges all students to participate in the Kappa Alpha Psi's annual ten-mile charity walk. Proceeds from the walk will be donated to the local chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi.
Drama is Topic
For Two Speakers
At Group Meetings

Two family members talked
on political articles he
has been two student groups but

Miss Clara May Gravett, asso-
ci ate president of education, dis-
cussed "The Teacher in pol-
ic" before the Young Demo-
crats with B. D. Dell, jour-
malism department head and
chief advisor to the Young
Democrat took the same topic for a talk
to the Student National Educa-
tion Association.

Both speakers urged their listeners
to take more of an ac-
tive part in political activities. And a major-
young voter's own interested in
private conversations.

Both speakers held that the
future of education as well as
government depends on in-
formed and intelligent ele-
cents taking a hand in the
business of politics.

Dell challenged his listeners
to "stop and do something
about making teachers' pay
and getting your chosen profes-
sion or field your right to dis-
rupt the affairs of education.

He said that the teachers
in his own school are clash-
ging with occasional politicians who are
able to overlook such a pre-

A Korean Student
Leaves Eastern For Conn. School

Kun (young Yung, EWC for-
60464, studied at Honan has
70 New Haven State Teachers college, New
Haven, Conn.

The left Eastern Washington college, January 30, by bus for New
Haven to begin the sec-
ond semester. Before his depar-
ture he expressed his high
appreciation to all the
staff and student body of
Eastern.

"I hate to leave here," he
said that he has to go to the
state when he returns to Korea.

Leaving here, I'm afraid if I
leave my loving mother, brothers and sisters because
I was brought up and raised in
this college?

I sincerely wish prosperity
and happiness to all of the col-
lege students and professors.
I always remember Eastern
Washington college.

"Pacific demonstrates the
fact that there is also plenty
of money in the very bottom.

It takes a lot of friends to
keep some people afloat.
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